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PROGRAM COMPLETION DATE
NAME

04-Jan-2021

Email

Dale Campbell

mom2many58@yahoo.ca

PROGRAM TITLE: Engaging Clients in Recovery Through Mental Health Empowerment
Please indicate your level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction:
Poor

Average Good

Excellent Superb

Knowledge and skills of presenter
Relevance to my work
Applicability to clients
Met stated objectives?
Format of the course was clear
Course materials organized and easy to use
CE credits reflect time and effort?
How much time did you spend?
Will taking this course again benefit you?

Time spent doing course (just a measure of its demands on you)

Definitely

Maybe

No

What did you enjoy most about the program?
- illustrations to explain points
- repetition of the main points
- well organized
- valid concept
- importance of spirituality and essence of the unseen
This course was very comprehensive.
The form would not let me enter hours I spent doing it - about fifteen hours.
Well worth
money
you. the program?
What
canthewe
do to- thank
improve
There was some repetition of the illustrations - especially the monkey organizing papers in the cottage.
The diagrams made sense as they were being explained but could not be understood in my book on their own. Better
diagrams.

What did you find least useful or relevant?
Least useful were those diagrams while Dr Goias was speaking - they could not be replicated and just looked like
scribbles..
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